
Use this position for larger bikes 
where space allows. Use 3 zip ties 
(included to attach to frame as 
shown. Wrap black zip ties in 2 
places on engine (A-B) and use one 
of the 3 holes provide to wrap 3rd 
white zip tie (C).

Another view 
showing ties 
on the engine. 
Wrap zip ties 
in 2 places on 
engine (A-B) 
and use one 
of the 3 holes 
provide to 
wrap 3rd zip 
tie (C)
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WARNING: Trim all zip ties. Periodically 
check that Speed Blaster is properly secured 
and not interfering with operation of bicycle. 
Failure to secure could result in damage to 
product or your bicycle. If Speed Blaster 
becomes loose or interferes with operation 
of the bicycle it could cause loss of control, 

resulting in injury or death.

TRIM ALL ZIP TIES!
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Use this position for smaller bikes to avoid 
pedal/foot striking the SpeedBlaster. Use 3 
zip ties (included) to attach to 
frame as shown. Wrap black zip 
ties in 2 places on engine (A-B). 
Wrap 3rd white zip tie (C) 
around exhaust pipe as shown.

1. Slide FLIPPER CARD 
into slot in side of 
SPEED-BLASTER as 
shown. Be sure it is 
fully inserted

2. Fold down 
locking tab.
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TRIM ALL ZIP TIES!


